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Editorial 

STRESS – TAKING IT vs. LETTING IT PASS!! 

 

 

Hola readers!  

With the running life we all run from a day 

to day basis, running from one front to 

another, we meet so many people and get 

directly or indirectly affected by their 

thoughts and actions. We inadvertently, 

unintentionally start thinking about people’s 

problems as our own thinking we could also 

suffer from the same; or some of our family 

member who is far off will not be able to 

manage the scenario similar to that earlier 

guy and would also suffer; or we might as 

well actually wish someone to suffer like 

that (the last one on a lighter note!). 

 However, none of us have actually seen the 

phase that guy had to pass through, how 

God helped him to come out of it, how he 

evolved as a human being post that scenario. 

I will not be surprised if you disagree with 

me that we just like to see people suffering 

and want their suffering unintentionally by 

making them bother us in one form or the 

other. This leads to problems in families   

 

 

 

when you don’t give your 100pc or giving 

your 100pc becomes difficult as many things 

get onto your mind and eventually one day 

we die. Leaving our dreams unfulfilled, 

leaving our sources of entertainment, not 

realizing the beauty of nature He had created 

for us and eventually not being able to give 

100 pc even to our workforce.  

Hence, lets rewind our lives a bit before we 

die, lets revive the dead spirit within us, lets 

revoke the stress we all have pounded on 

ourselves unintentionally and lets live a 

peaceful and fruitful life ahead with our 

friends and family hereafter. Learn from the 

kids how to be happy without a reason as 

well as how to forget something as soon as 

possible, learn from the underprivileged 

instead of reaping the worries of the people 

who are more privileged because you surely 

cant have their share of fortune but what you 

can have is yours and additionally from 

them, another source of tension. So LET’s 

LIVE ONCE AGAIN. 

HAPPY READING!! 
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